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movie streaming full movie in HD Video.Air Mechanic First Class (United States Air Force) Air Mechanic First Class (AMFC)
is a military occupational rating in the United States Air Force. The rank of AMFC can be held by both enlisted and officer

personnel. AMFC are the lowest-ranking aircraft maintenance, repair, and overhaul specialists. They are responsible for keeping
the Air Force's aircraft airborne. History The USAF introduced the rank of air mechanic first class (AMFC) on 20 September

1943, replacing the older rank of air mechanic. The AMFC rating was awarded to technicians responsible for aircraft
maintenance, mechanical repairs, and instrument and power systems aboard aircraft. It was the lowest rating awarded for
aircraft maintenance, and was intended as a quick and cost-effective way to upgrade enlisted personnel who were already

trained in technical crafts. Initially, all personnel who had successfully completed the Instrument Rating Course (IRC) would
receive the AMFC rating. In 1944, the title was changed to Air Mechanic and an AMFC rating was awarded to technicians

holding the standard mechanic's badge. The AMFC rating was dropped in the rank structure in late 1945, although it continued
to be used by Air Force Reserve and Air National Guard units until the 1950s. In the early 1950s, maintenance personnel in the
USAF were given technical badges, and the AMFC rating was replaced with the USAF Technical Rating of Airman 1st Class.

After the creation of the USAF Airman Classification System (ACS) in 1955, the technical rating was replaced with a new
badge system. The AMFC badge was also discontinued. The USAF does not issue a First Class Airman Badges after this time,

so an AMFC badge is essentially an obsolete rank. However, some units that maintain aircraft will recognize an AMFC as a
First Class Airman Badge. This is usually due to the presence of the rating on unit patches. See also Air Force Technician Badge
References Category:Air Force ratings Category:Air force uniforms“The way they use it is they say, ‘Look, now that we have a

woman president, it’s OK to say 82157476af
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